CHAPTER III
THE ESTUARIES OF JIBAN
the desert plain runs out flat and uncompromisingly to the
fringe of a chasm, whose intricate outline of low cliffs has
evidently been fashioned by the sea in ancient times. We
paused a moment on the brink to survey the scene, a broad
valley or bay trending eastward between rock-slopes which
descended easily to the level of the depression in a series of
low steps. It was as if the desert had thrust out two arms to
embrace the hollow, while from the surface of each arm rose
great wharts of rock, to a height of perhaps 200 feet or more.
The mouth of the depression evidently debouches on the
coast of the Bahrain Gulf, but the sea was hidden from us by
the headlands at the further end, the most impressive of
which was named to me as Rf al Hamda.1 It is said to mark
the point at which the main Hasa-Qatar route, the Darb al
Sal or postal road as they call it, traverses the valley to
follow the sea-coast.
What is the name of this valley ? I asked of 'All It has
no name, he replied, it is one of the Jiban, but it has no name,
God knows. That sort of answer had been all very well in
the featureless desert behind us, but I could not bring myself
to believe that a feature as striking as this great cliff-bound
bay could really be nameless. 'Ali might indeed be ignorant
of it, but I expressed myself very strongly on the subject of
Zayid's remissness in not finding for me a competent guide
among the numerous Badawin we had encountered in Jaf ura.
It was difficult to be patient and long-suffering under such
provocation, and there was an exchange of angry words,
sharp and short and followed by the resumption of our march,
now southward, along the fringe of the cliffs in sullen silence.
1 Or Mahdar Hamda,
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